
The Reformation of Wonhi$ 

H E  reformation of worship in Scotland was not 
indigenous in either its doctrinal or liturgical ori- T gins; the principles and methods that chiefly 

influenced it were at first English, and after 1560 Genevan. 
The first service-book used in Scotland by those hold- 

ing reformed opinions in the sixteenth century was the 
English Book of Common Prayer 1552, in the ultimate 
shaping of which Knox, in a sermon preached before 
Edward VI, had played a spectacular part by his attack 
upon the rubric enjoining kneeling at reception of holy 
communion. The Reformation was well advanced in 
Scotland before 1560,l and the reforming party had from 
the beginning supported an alliance with England in 
opposition to the ‘auld alliance’ with France. I t  was 
therefore a wholly natural step to use the English Prayer 
Book held in esteem by such leaders as John Rough, 
Paul Methven, Willock, and Harlaw. Even Knox at this 
time could ‘think well of it’. His attack before Edward 
upon the book had produced modifications in the rubric 
to which he took such violent exception; and Dr. 
Wotherspoon rightly says, 

As put into circulation and use, Edward’s Second Book was 
so modified by Knox’s influence and at his instance that, 
although he retained his personal objection to this and other 
ceremonies, he was able ‘to think well of it’, and to advise 
the congregation at Berwick, for which he counted himself 

1 See, e.g., N. ,J. Wotherspoon, The Second Prqer Book of King Edward VI, 
pp. 37-8; and M‘Crie, Lge ofJohn Knox, i, pp. 159-60. 
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especially responsible, to yield it obedience. It represented 
a compromise of which he was not prepared to advise the 
rejection. 1 

The Book of Common Prayer was the only easily avail- 
able prayer book in English at that time; but, more than 
that, its use in Scotland marked the unity of the Scottish 
reforming party with the English Protestants who had 
given them so much encouragement, protection, and sup- 
port. The barons and nobles of the reforming party 
signed their first ‘band’ or covenant on 3 December 1557, 
and resolved inter alia that 

It is thought expedient, devised, and ordeaned, that in all 
parochines of this Realme the Common Prayeris be read 
owklie on Sonnday and other festal1 dayis, publictlie in the 
Paroche Kirkis, with the Lessonis of the New and Old Testa- 
ment, conform to the ordour of the Book of Common Prayeris : 
and of the Curattis of the parochynes be qualified, to cause 
thame to reid the samyn; and yf thai be nott, or yf thai 
refuse, that the maist qualified in the parish use and read 
the same.2 

Dr. Wotherspoon somewhat pawkily remarks in his com- 
ment on the events between 1550-60 that ‘Disused in the 
country of its origin, Edward’s Second Book was in a fair 
way to become in natural course the rule of worship for 
a reformed Scotland-very much as the Directory and 
other Westminster Standards, so soon abandoned in their 
native England, have survived and are authoritative in 
Scotland, to which they are exotic.’3 Such facts are 
worth reflecting upon in such a period as the present, 
when the Scottish Church is fashioning a tradition in the 
best sense indigenous, built out of her long history as a 
reformed and catholic Church. 

op. cit., p. 15, and Knox, Works, iv, p. 43; on Knox in England, see 

Knox, Works, i, p. 275. 
Lorimer, John Knox and the Church of England. 

3 op. cit., p. 41. 
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In the 1550s the Book of Common Prayer was so widely 

used that it might have looked as if it would be per- 
manently adopted in Scotland when the Reformers gained 
decisive power. But this would be to forget the determina- 
tive influence of Elizabeth upon the English Reformation 
after she came to the throne in 1558 and the control which 
she exercised upon extremists. To this there was no 
parallel in Scotland, for the sovereign or regent did not 
pursue a firm policy of mediation during the critical 
period. Thus, as Dr. Gordon Donaldsonl has said, ‘Some 
divergence [from the Book of Common Prayer] was all 
but inevitable; not because the Scots were of a different 
mind from most of their English contemporaries but 
because they, unlike the English, had freedom to frame 
their services according to their own views. A preference 
for an order less conservative than the Book of Common 
Prayer was not confined to Scotland, but among English- 
men also opinion generally had by this time moved far 
beyond even the Second Prayer Book of Edward VI’; 
while in Scotland with the return of Knox opinion rapidly 
moved, influenced by him, towards a marked preference 
for the Calvinian order and forms. Nevertheless, the 
Book of Common Prayer continued in  use in some, 
perhaps many, parishes until well into the 1570s. 

After Knox’s period as a refugee at Frankfort and 
Geneva during Mary’s reign, and in view of the ‘troubles’ 
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1 The Making of the Scottish Prayer Book o f  1637, p. 8; this is the most 
recent and authoritative work on this period written with impeccable fair- 
ness and containing important new material by one with an unrivalled 
knowledge of the sources, and I am indebted to Dr. Donaldson for the 
access he allowed me to his MS. while I was preparing these lectures. See 
also W. M‘Millan, Worship of the Scottish Reformed Church, 1550-1638, pp. 
zz sq., a fascinating and scholarly repository of detail; and my John Knonox’s 
Genevan Service Book, p. I I ,  n. 6. Cranmer himself is said to have drafted 
a revision of the Book of Common Prayer, described by the Puritans as ‘an 
hundreth tymes more perfect’ ( A  Brief Discourse of the Troubles begun at 
Frankfort in the year 1554, about the Book o f  Common Prayer and Ceremonies, 
conveniently accessible in Arber’s edition, London, 1908, p. I ) .  
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he had had at FranHort and the tranquil calm he enjoyed 
at Geneva, it is not difficult to understand, as Dr. 
Wotherspoon has said, that ‘when to him almost alone 
of the exiles return to England was forbidden [because 
of his indiscreet and violent Blast against the Monstrous 
Regiment1 of Women], and when he turned instead to Scot- 
land for a sphere of activity, he should have carried with 
him to his native country a strong prejudice against the 
Book of which he had once thought well and which he 
had helped to mould, and a warm preference for the 
“Order of Geneva” which he brought thither with him 
as the use approved by Calvin and by the Consistory of 
the city which was giving to the whole world an example 
of perfected Reformation.’2 It is important to note, how- 
ever, in spite of Knox’s opposition to the Book of Common 
Prayer and, in particular, to kneeling at  reception of 
communion, that his sacramental doctrine was very high, 
as Lord Eustace Percy has perspicaciously pointed out in 
his erudite John Knox. This was evident at once in the 

. first Scots Confession of Faith, in the framing of which 
Knox played a leading part. ‘We utterly damn [con- 
demn]’, the Confession declares, ‘the vanity of those that 
affirm Sacraments to be nothing els but naked and bare 
signes.’ And again, 

We confess and undoubtedly believe that the faithful, in 
the right use of the Lord’s Table, do so eat the body, and 
drink the blood, of the Lord Jesus, that he remaineth in them, 
and they in him; yea, they are so made flesh of his flesh, 
and bone of his bone, that as the eternal Godhead hath given 
to the flesh of Christ Jesus life and immortality, so doth 
Christ Jesus, by his flesh and blood, eaten and drunken by 
us, give unto us the same prerogatives.:, 

Chiefly influencing the Scots after 1560, however, was 
1 i.e., ‘rule’. 2 Wotherspoon, op. cit., p. 33. 

8 Mnox, Works, ii, p. 185. 
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the reformation effected by Calvin at Geneva, and his 
doctrine and practice there. This reached them directly, 
through the writings of Calvin circulating in Scotland 
and through such leaders as Knox, who had been early 
influenced by Wishart after Wishart’s return from Switzer- 
land and who had himselflived for some years in Geneva; 
and indirectly in a more severe and rigid form through 
the English Puritans and other Anglicans. 

The story,1 therefore, begins in Strasbourg, where a 
Dominican monk, Diebold Schwarz, became impatient of 
Luther’s conservative reticence in translating and reform- 
ing the mass, and determined himself to do it. This he 
did in 1524, and his vernacular revision was used in a 
celebration of holy communion in St. John’s chapel, 
situated in a crypt north of and below the high altar in 
Strasbourg cathedral. This translation was further revised 
in successive editions, and especially under Bucer’s influ- 
ence after 1530; and when Calvin, driven out of Geneva 
because of differences with the magistrates, came to 
Strasbourg in 1538, he was appointed minister of the little 
congregation of French exiles gathered there, and per- 
mitted as a special privilege to celebrate holy communion 
monthly if he would agree to the Strasbourg usage. This 
he willingly did, and through the medium of a Latin 
translation, conveyed it into the terse, graceful, dignified 
French prose of which he was a master. And he found 
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1 For details see my John Knox’s Genevan Service Book, 1556 (Edinburgh, 
I931), containing texts of the Book of Common Order in the early form, 
and showing their derivation from Strasbourg. The complete texts of the 
Strasbourg liturgies are edited by F. Hubert in his Die strassburger liturgis- 
chen Ordnungen im Xeitalter der Reformation, Gottingen, 1900. The whole is 
linked with the general history of worship, and two of the Strasbourg 
liturgies given in translation, in my Outline of Christian Worship (Oxford, 
1952, 5th impression). Some Scottish scholars, Professor Mitchell, H. J. 
Wotherspoon, John Cordon, and others, have given undue prominence 
to Pullain’s Liturgia Sacra in the development of Scottish worship, an error 
permissible at a time when the German texts were unknown to British 
scholars but a position now no lonver tenable, 
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this liturgy so much suited to his mind and taste that he 
took it back with him when he returned to Geneva in 
1542, and with slight later alterations it became La Forme 
des Pridres, Calvin’s service-book in the churches of Geneva. 

In 1555 John Knox, an exile from England under 
Mary, after various vicissitudes brought about by his 
objections to parts of the Book of Common Prayer,1 came 
to Geneva, which he found to be ‘the maist perfyt schoole 
of Chryst that ever was in the erth since the dayis of the 
Apostillis’. He became a minister of the congregation of 
English exiles gathered there, who worshipped in the little 
church of Ste. Marie la Nove, which lies across the green 
from the cathedral on the south side.2 Their service- 
book was an English translation, with a few unimportant 
changes of Calvin’s book, probably by Wm. Whitting- 
hame, later Dean of Durham. Knox brought this book 
to Scotland (and the English Puritans carried it to Eng- 
land) , where it passed through successive editions, and 
was commonly known as the Psalm-Book or Book of 
Common Order. It was adopted formally by the General 
Assembly in 1562, and first printed in Scotland by Lek- 
previk of Edinburgh in the same year with Psalms in 
metre; and an edition with the full Psalter appeared in 
1564.3 It  passed through some 70 editions. Of these, 
one was a translation into Gaelic by John Carswell, 

1 See p. 43 supra. 
2 The church still stands, but this cradle of the Scottish (and in some 

respects of the English) Reformation has now become a store-room, and 
access to it is tedious and difficult. It is in a remarkable state of preserva- 
tion, not having undergone such a succession of ‘renovations’ as have 
altered the interior of the cathedral out of all recognition from what it 
was in Calvin’s time, and one might be allowed to wish that it could be 
kept open and clean. 

The full genealogy of this book is given in my John Knox’s Genevan 
Service-Book, pp. 66 sqq.; and a list with titles of all its known editions is 
to be found in Wm. Cowan, A Bibliograhhy qf the Book ofCommon Order and 
Psalm Book qf the Church o f  Scotland, 1556-1664, in the Papers of the Edin- 
burgh Bibliographical Society, vol. X, Edinburgh, 191 3. 
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printed by Lekprevik at Edinburgh, 24 April 1567. I t  con- 
tains an interesting form for blessing a ship on going to 
sea.1 I t  was also, puce M‘Crie and others, frequently 
referred to as the ‘Liturgy’, a word which held no terrors 
for the Reformers.2 It  continued in use in Scotland until 
it was supplanted by the Westminster Directory in 1645. 

The Strasbourgian and Calvinian, and following these 
the Scottish, reformation of worship was startlingly radi- 
cal, as such considerations as the following show. 

To begin with, the language used in the reformed wor- 
ship was the vernacular, spoken in a strong clear voice.3 
Thus, in one step, the ear replaced the eye. The difference 
this made was profound: the congregation no longer 
watched the ceremonial-which was soon reduced to 
the simplest utilitarian forms, the remainder being swept 
away as ‘superstitious’Lbut now listened, and hearing 
1 Printed in M‘Crie, Worship in Presbyterian Scotland, p. 127. 
2Valerand Pullain used it as the title of his service-book, ‘The Holy 

Liturgy’, &c. Calderwood used it: ‘the liturgy or manner of the ministra- 
tion of the sacraments’ (Hist., ii, 9. 51). On 12 October 1643 the Puritan 
Parliament interrupted the discussions of the Westminster Divines to order 
them to take up the subject of ‘the Directory of Worship or liturgy to be 
hereafter used in the Church’ (Lightfoot, Journal, p. 17); and Baillie also 
speaks of ‘our Scottish liturgie’ (Letters, i, p. 226). A half-century later 
that ardent pamphleteer for presbyterianism, John Anderson of Dum- 
barton, spoke of the ‘Scotch or Genevan Liturgy’ and ‘our Scotch Liturgy’ 
(Country Man’s Letter to the Curat, pp. 61-5). In the nineteenth century 
Dr. .John Gumming entitled a book, The Liturgy of the Church of Scotland, &c. 

3 The prototype of spoken services was low mass, said in a spoken but 
almost wholly inaudible voice. The Reformers made the services audible. 
But low mass itself was a radical departure from the traditional sung 
service which had existed in the Church from earliest days, derived partly 
but not solely from Jewish usage in which prayers, readings, and psalm 
were always sung-although sung prayers are almost universal in every 
religion, primitive and advanced. Psalms and hymns, we should perhaps 
remind ourselves, are sung prayers. The use of music at prayer-in the 
early Church even when the prayer was extemporary it was sung to tradi- 
tional tones-is not formalism; its primary purpose is to do honour to 
God with the voice as well as the words, And this honour may be ren- 
dered by the voice of one person as well as by the voices of many persons. 

4 What in fact was ‘superstitious’ was not the ceremonial itself, for cere- 
monial can properly be symbolical and interpretive as well as merely 
utilitarian, but the popular meanings attached to many of these ceremonies. 
On the whole subject, see W. H. Frere, Religious Ceremonial. 

T H E  REFORMATION OF WORSHIP 
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understood, for the words were not in Latin but in a 
living tongue comprehensible by all. 

Further, the people were encouraged to share in the 
service as active participants; they were no longer passive 
observers. Worship became again, as it was originally, a 
corporate action. This popular participation was secured 
not only by the use of the vernacular throughout, but also 
by casting the psalms into metrical forms and setting them 
to common tunes known or easily learned by the people, 
tunes to which you could beat out the time and which 
were therefore easily sung.1 The metrical forms too made 
memorizing easy, important in a period when compara- 
tively few persons could read. Thus music, in a simple 
yet reverent form (as anyone will instantly recognize who 
seriously examines the psalm-tunes of the Reformation), 
was restored to the parish churches, and for the first time 
in centuries the voice of the people was once more heard 
in the praise and worship of God.2 Except in the great 
churches the metrical psalms did not replace plainsong, 
they replaced silence. 

Again, by the general adoption of the basilican posture 
at the holy  table,^ and in particular in Scotland by the 
people coming forward to sit at the communion table 
when receiving communion, the corporate nature of the 
worship as an act of the family of God was further 
emphasized. 

Also, the Holy Scriptures were translated, and made 
accessible to the people. Bibles were placed in all the 

1 The strength and splendour of these early psalm tunes is evident to 
all familiar with them. They have recently been collected in Maurice 
Frost’s English and Scottish Psalm and Hymn Tunes, c. 1543-1677. 

We must not overlook the tremendous impression this made upon con- 
temporaries; see, e.g., Erichson, L’k lise franpaise de Strasbourg, pp. 20-4, 
and Herminjard, Correspondance de X&rmateurs, i, p. 412, lctter IGU. 

3 The communion table has been traditionally known in Scotland as 
the ‘holy table’, e.g., the First Book of Discipline (Icnox, Works, ii), and 
Burns in ‘Tam 0’ Shanter’ speaks of ‘the haly table’ in old Kirk-Alloway. 
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churches, and the Scriptures were read there daily at 
length, so that even those who could not read might hear. 

Preaching was restored to a prominent place in wor- 
ship, and the people received constant and regular 
instruction and exhortation out of the Holy Scriptures, 
on Sundays and on certain week-days alike. The sermons 
were normally at least one hour in length. 

The old vestments with what was regarded as their 
superstitious symbolism were discarded, and only the 
clergy’s out-door or preaching habit was retained-cas- 
sock, gown, hood, scarf, bands or other neckwear, cap, 
and gloves. 

As an  important step towards restoring not only the 
Holy Scriptures and the Word of God to the people but 
also worship in its Christian completeness, all the prin- 
cipal Reformers except Zwingli advocated weekly com- 
munion in accordance with early universal Christian 
practice; and in addition to frequent communion, they 
restored communion in both kinds. The magistrates in 
Geneva opposed the ‘innovation’ of weekly communion, 
unfortunately with success, and compelled Calvin against 
his will and convictions to accept this, though to the 
end of his life he contended in his writings against it.1 

The practice in Scotland, while monthly communion 
was recommended in the Book of Common Order, was 
alsQ less frequent communion, for both shortage of mini- 
sters and no doubt the same ‘prejudice and ignorance’ 
which Calvin refers to in Geneva prevented this reform; 
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1 For details and texts sec my John Knox’s Genevan Service-Book, App. E; 
and Calvini Ohera, X. i. 7, IV. xvii. 46, IV. 1051-2, 11. 1047-8, X. i. 213, 
&c. The Reformers also rcduccd the sacraments, as is well Imown, from 
the traditional seven in the West to t p  Scriptural two, desiring to make 
Holy Scripture their rule in all things. We now, in the Qme of the Evangel, 
have two sacraments only, instituted by the Lord Jesus, and commanded 
to be used by all those that will be reputed members of his body-to wit, 
Baptism, and the Supper or Table of the Lord Jesus, called the Communion 
of his body and blood’ (First Scots Confession, Knox, Works, ii, p. 185). 
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and it was decided that holy communion should be cele- 
brated four times yearly in the burghs and twice yearly 
in the country parishes. It is unlikely that communion 
was in fact generally celebrated so frequently, yet the 
Christian duty of frequent communion was not lost sight 
of even in the directions of the Westminster Directory of 
eighty-five years later which stated that ‘communion is 
frequently to be celebrated’. Opportunities for more fre- 
quent receiving arose out of the practice, which later 
became widespread, of attending the communion services 
of neighbouring parishes. The Reformers disputed the 
medieval doctrine of merit and recognized the celebration 
of holy communion to be a corporate action in which all 
the faithful should share, and in Scotland encouraged all 
communicants in the parish, after examination, to receive 
at every communion service. 

The teaching of our Reformers, however, on the fre- 
quency of communion has been too long ignored by those 
who have come after them, The words of Dr.’Sprott 
written some forty-five years ago are still true: ‘Infrequent 
communion is, in my opinion, the greatest hindrance to 
spiritual religion which we suffer from in the Church of 
Scotland.’l To encourage frequent communion is now 
thought by many to be an exclusively Roman or Anglican 
practice. Nothing could be farther from the truth, and 
within modern times it was not until 1910 that the papacy 
began directly to advocate frequent communion of the 
people-400 years after the Reformers had urgently 
advocated it. 

I n  the Anglican Church also, frequent communion is 
a recent innovation within the last century, but entirely 
consonant with Reformed teaching and desired by the 
first English Reformers. I t  can hardly be too much 

Quoted by J. Kerr, Renascence o j  Worsh$, p. 176; they were spoken 
in 1908; cf. p; 40 supra. 
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emphasized that the duty of frequent communion was a 
paramount part of the Reformers' teaching; our present 
general practice of infrequent communion is, as the 
Reformers saw clearly, a failure to embrace the full gospel. 

Another point often overlooked today when Reformed 
worship is discussed-especially by those who write irate 
letters to the press about liturgies and read prayers- 
is the enterprising and progressive innovation of the 
Reformers in Strasbourg, Geneva, Zurich, England, Scot- 
land, and nearly everywhere else, in preparing and issu- 
ing service-books for the use of the people. 

Many have na'ively thought that popular use of service- 
books was a pre-Reformation practice, abolished by the 
Reformers. Precisely the reverse is true. The old Church 
had its service-books; but these were not at all like the 
modern Roman books which contain the whole service. 
Medieval service-books were not designed for use by the 
people but only by the ministers and singers who had 
definite functions to perform at the eucharist and other 
services, and each book provided only those parts of the 
service required by a particular minister or singer.1 Also, 
the old books were in Latin, and even if the people had 
possessed them they would have served no useful purpose 
for them as few indeed were able to read or understand 
Latin. Further, until some forty years before the Reforma- 
tion movement began in Germany, all books were copied 
and executed by hand, and were accordingly rare and 
expensive luxuries. But at the time of the Reformation, 
printing by the use of a press had been well developed; 
books were thus cheaper and more generally obtainable, 
and literacy gradually became more common. 

In Scotland the Reformers did their utmost to estab- 
lish a school in every parish, and though they were 
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1 See inter alia Cabrol, Booksof the Latin Liturgy, London, 1932; H. B. Swete, 
Church Services and Service-Books before the Reformation, London, 1896, 1906. 
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frustrated in this attempt to make the population literate, 
they nevertheless did all they could ‘to ensure general use 
of the Book of Common Order. A statute required “that 
every minister, exhorter, and reader sal1 have one of the 
Psalm books latelie printed in Edinburgh”, and in 1579 
an Act of Parliament ordained “that all gentlemen with 
300 marks of yearlie rent, and all substantious yeomen, 
etc., worth 500 pounds in lands or goods, be holden to 
have ane bible and psalm book”. . . . Large numbers 
were sold. , . . The total number of editions published 
was seventy’ between 1562 and 1644.1 

At the Council of Trent, as part of the Counter- 
Reformation, the Roman service-books were reorganized, 
making possible the later innovation of carrying a trans- 
lation of the Latin in a parallel column. But all this was 
a Roman reply to the success of the Reformers, who 
largely through the use of their service-books were able 
to encourage an increasing proportion of the people 
actively to participate in the reformed worship. 

The service-book adopted at the Reformation and so 
long used in Scotland would not now, I suppose, be 
praised by anyone for its liturgical qualities, and no one 
would suggest it to be suitable for present-day use. It 
has not and would not have stood the test of time, even 
though it served its purpose for its day. Judged by our 
standards, the services were harsh and too long, the 
prayers too much tied to the times and on the whole 
lacking in a finished simple style.2 

The metrical psalter,~ with the exception of a few 
psalms, was rough and crude, and the number of tunes 

Millar Patrick, Four Centuries of Scottish Psalmody, p. 51. 
2 But that careful editing and omission can reveal a great beauty and 

simplicity of prose style is seen by the prayer of intercession in the first 
Morning Service of the Book of Common Order 1940, pp. 14-15, drawn 
from the old Scottish Book of Common Order. 

The story of Scottish metrical psalmody is told in detail by Dr. Millar 
Patrick in his Row Centuries of Scottish Psalmody. 
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provided small compared with contemporary Genevan or 
present Scottish use. Metrical psalms in several English 
versions had been used by those of Reformed opinions 
certainly as early as 1550 in Scotland, and a complete 
Scottish Psalter appeared in the Book of Common Order 
in 1564, with doxologies added a few years later. The 
rhyme and language were often uncouth, and the metre 
uneven; and while there was a considerable choice of 
excellent tunes, it is certain that in the greater part of 
the country advantage was never taken of the rich variety 
provided. By using common tunes (as we still do, though 
in greater numbers) many psalms could be sung to the 
same tune, and this became general practice. Also the 
fanatical and ruthless destruction of organs made a full 
musical revival impossible. Nevertheless, in the early days 
of the Reformation there is evidence in  many parts of the 
country that the psalms were nobly sung, not only in 
unison but in parts, the ‘tenor’ holding the melody, and 
the other parts harmonizing, In 1635 a truly great Scot- 
tish Psalter was printed1 in which the music was revised, 
re-allotted, and exquisitely harmonized by Millar, later 
Charles 1’s master of music. But it came too late to 
establish itself in Scottish worship before the period of 
violent differences made that impossible. 

All responses were deleted from the services, except 
‘Amens’ which were specifically enjoined in I Corinthians 
14.16, and occurred in the Lord’s Prayer and in the 
worship described in the book of Revelation. All other 
responses were much disliked by the stricter Reformers.2 
The basic reason for their dislike was in truth sacerdotal 
enough, as Cartwright’s classical expression of it in his 
Repb of 1574 shows: ‘God hath ordained the minister to 
this end that as in public meetings he only is the mouth 

1 Edited some years ago by Sir Richard Terry. 
2 See Troubles at Fradfort. 

THE REFORMATION OF WORSHIP 
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of the Lord from him to the people, even so he ought to 
be the only mouth of the people from them to the Lord, 
and that all the people should attend to that which is 
said by the minister, and in the end both declare their 
consent . . . and hope that it should so be and come to 
pass which is prayed by the word Amen.’ 

This view, though a perfect non sequitur, was still 
dominant a century later among the Puritans, as we see 
when they presented their liturgy at the Savoy Con- 
ference in 1661: ‘That the repetitions and responsals of 
the clerk and people, and the alternate reading of the 
psalms and hymns, which caused a confused murmur in 
.the congregation, may be omitted: the minister being 
appointed for the people in all public services appertain- 
ing unto God . . . and the people’s part in public prayers 
to be only with silence and reverence to attend there- 
unto, and to declare their consent at the close, by saying 
Amen.’l All this was wholly contrary to early Christian 
practice, and to Jewish practice before that. Such ‘cleri- 
calism’ as that here affected by the Puritans would, no 
doubt, arouse the fiercest protests from modern objectors 
to responses, most of whom appear to be happily unaware 
of the reasons offered against their use in the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries.2 

The omission of responses, however, was not an 
innovation but a continuation of contemporary practice 
in the Western Church, as the people had taken no 
responsive part in worship for centuries past, even though 
responses appeared in the old books. At low mass the 
responses were made by a server and not heard; at high 
or sung masses they were made not by the people but 
by the assisting ministers and singers; and at the offices, 

See Cardwell, History OfConzrences, pp. 262 sqq. 
For the Savoy Liturgy, an interesting but hardly attractive substitute 

for the English Prayer-Book offered by the Puritans, see Hall, Reliquiae 
Liturgicae, IV. 
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they were made within the quire by the monastic com- 
pany, and not by the people who, when present, occupied 
the nave. And, indeed, in the Book of Common Prayer, 
which printed the old responsive parts both in the offices 
and the eucharist, they were not ordinarily said by the 
people until some centuries later but only by the clerk, 
so hard did old custom die. 

No lectionary appeared in the Scottish book, though 
the calendar1 remained; instead of the old lectionary, 
which required revision, the practice was established of 
reading the Scriptures in course-valuable enough for 
daily worship but wholly unpractical for weekly worship, 
when we remember that there are only fifty-two Sundays 
in the year and accordingly seven or eight years would 
be required in which to read the Scriptures through. 
The readings (at least a chapter in length, and some- 
times longer), like the sermons, we should judge to be 
over-long, beyond the normal person’s capacity for con- 
centration. Long exhortations were also introduced into 
the service of holy communion, an expansion of the old 
Orute frutres and didactic in intention. The prayers, six 
to eight minutes long, were not of the great length they 
afterwards became when men departed from the use of 
the Book of Common Order. 

At the same time, the book presented certain proposals 
of enduring value which have all too easily escaped the 
notice of many succeeding generations. Of primary im- 
portance, for example, was the fact that it not only 
enjoined frequent communion but exhibited the Lord’s 
Supper to be the normative worship of the Church. 
When holy communion was not celebrated, the service 
on Sunday mornings was still based upon and derived 
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1 The calendar of the Book of Common Order is now being examined 
by Dr. Lamb, Librarian of New College, Edinburgh, and a paper by him 
will shortly appear in the Records of the Scottish History Society. 
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from the Lord’s Supper, which in itself’ was a unity of 
word and sacrament. Great but not exclusive emphasis 
(as some who have come after the Reformers have 
erroneously maintained) was laid upon preaching and 
exposition of the Holy Scriptures, with a high doctrine 
of the Word of God. 

The creeds too were’considered to be central to the 
faith, and the Apostles’ Creed was used at every service 
and taught in every home. The Reformers in Scotland 
considered this to be of first importance, as kirk-session 
minutes show, e.g. Glasgow 22 May 1588: ‘Those who 
have bairns to baptize shall tell distinctly the Commands, 
Articles of Faith [Apostles’ Creed], and Lord’s Prayer, 
or else be declared ignorant, and some other godly per- 
son present their bairn with further punishment as the 
kirk thinks fit.’ 20 December 1591 : ‘Those who are to 
be married declare the Ten Commandments, Articles of 
Faith, and Lord’s Prayer, or else they shall be declared 
unworthy to be joined in marriage, and further censored.’ 
26 December 1591 : ‘A marriage stopped till the man learn 
the Ten Commandments, the Lord‘s Prayer, and Belief 
[Apostles’ Creed] .’ 19 March 1640: ‘Intimation is made 
by the Session that all masters of families shall give 
account of those in their families who hath not the Ten 
Commandments, Lord’s Prayer, and Creed.’ All these 
injunctions, it will be observed, belong to periods when 
the Presbyterian party were in control. 

Nor were the continental Reformers indifferent to the 
teaching of the Fathers-a fact which with tiresome fre- 
quency is overlooked by certain modern scholars who 
only too evidently have not read their works. Calvin’s 
knowledge of patristic teaching was prodigious, and it is 
worth remembering, as he stated on the title-page of his 
service-book, that his reforms in worship were designed 
to reproduce primitive usage: they were ‘selon l’usage de 
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1’Cglise primitive’. The Reformers’ intention was not to 
innovate, but to restore faith and worship in their 
primitive fulhess. 

We may now briefly describe the Order for the Lord’s 
Supper, which includes within it the ordinary Sunday- 
morning service, as set out in the Book of Common Order. 
As we do so, it is important to note that the emphasis in  
the Book of Common Order is based upon the action 
rather than the words, and for centuries after the Reforma- 
tion the Lord’s Supper was commonly known in Scotland 
as ‘the Action’. The words are often deficient as most 
liturgists would judge, but the four-fold action (‘He 
took . . . , gave thanks . . . , brake . . . , and gave’) 
stands out with much greater clarity than in Roman, 
Lutheran, or Anglican books, and this has always been 
typical of Scottish communion services. 

The service began with a confession of sins, of some 
considerable length, followed by an extensive prayer and 
preceded generally in practice by a ‘gathering’ psalm1 
concluding with doxologyz as with all psalms. Metrical 
versions were given not only of the psalms, but of the 
Magnijicat ‘the songe of Blessed Marie’, the Nunc dimittis, 
the Apostles’ Creed and the Lord’s Prayer (though the 
prose version of both of these was normally used), the 
Ten Commandments, and the Veni creator. The doxologies, 
thirty-two in number, were first printed in the 1595 edition 
of the Book of Common Order (one in 1575) but were 
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1 The phrase (gathering’ psalm derives from the fact that a Reader’s 
service, consisting chiefly of readings from Holy Scripture, normally pre- 
ceded this service. I t  was because of this that Scripture reading was later 
removed from the service proper, and when the minister came to the 
pulpit, he began with a psalm, and a prayer, and went directly to the 
sermon. People, for at least eighty years after the Reformation, were 
expected to be present a t  both services, which were a combination of the 
offices and the first part of the eucharist (see my Genevan Service Book, App. A; 
the development of the Scripture Readings from early practice at Stras- 
bourg is discussed in  App. B). See also p. 96 infra. 

2 M‘Millan, op. cit., pp. 87 sqq. 
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used from the beginning.1 The use of the Ten Command- 
ments at the opening of the service according to Calvinian 
and Anglican use was not unknown.2 As Dr. Donaldsons 
remarks: ‘It is clear that the Scots of that period were 
familiar with many things which became strange or un- 
known to their descendants, and that their worship had 
affinities with Prayer Book services. The day was distant 
when a Scottish minister would describe the Creed, the 
Lord’s Prayer and the Commandments as “old rotten 
wheel-barrows to carry the soul to hell” ’,4 and, we may 
add, think it more scandalous to sing the doxology than 
a bawdy song.6 After the confession, another psalm or 
a part of a psalm may have been sung, a prayer for 
illumination was said, often improvised, and the Scrip- 
ture lessons followed in course from the Old and New 
Testaments. Thereafter the sermon was preached. If the 
alms were not collected at the church-door they were 
collected now,s and the long prayer of thanksgiving and 
intercession followed. When holy communion was not 
celebrated, the Lord’s Prayer and the Apostles’ Creed 

1 M‘Crie, Worship in Presbyterian Scotland, pp. 135-8; text, pp. 386-9. 

3 op. cit., p. 15. 

6 ibid. 

Sprott, op. cit., p. Iwcii; M‘Millan, op. cit., pp. 131-2. 

‘Jacob Curate’, Scotch Presbyterian Eloquence Displayed, p. 2 I. 

Some twenty years or so after the Reformation in Scotland it became 
common, and later normal, to collect alms at  the church-door; e.g. 
Glasgow Kirk-Session Minutes, 30 August 1583, ‘A collector was appointed 
for the first time to stand at  the Laigh [Tron] Kirk door to receive alms 
of Town’s Folk that go into the said Kirk to hear preaching’. The Kirk- 
Session Minutes of Tyninghame however show Master John Lauder, mini- 
ster there from 1610 to 1662, retaining till the end of his life the old custom 
of receiving the offerings at the offertory when holy communion was cele- 
brated; on other Sundays they were taken at  the church-door, and this was 
also the contemporary practice at Whitekirk. Nowadays, it might be 
thought strangely enough, the practice is precisely reversed in many 
parishes in Scotland. What has happened is that the genuinely older 
practice of receiving the offerings within the service has during the litur- 
gical revival been generally restored on ordinary Sundays, but what is 
thought to be the older practice of collecting at the door has been senti- 
mentally retained on communion Sundays. 
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were said here; and the service ended with a psalm and 
the Aaronic benediction. 

When holy communion was celebrated, the inter- 
cessions were followed by the Apostles’ Creed, thus linking 
the creed with the offertory; and thereafter the elements 
were prepared and solemnly brought to the holy table 
while a psalm was sung. The minister then read the words 
of institution, following them with a long exhortation and 
the fencing of the tables. The prayer of consecration was 
then said, consisting of adoration, thanksgiving for crea- 
tion and redemption, the anamnesis or the remembering 
and recalling of our Lord (and, in practice, usually an 
epiclesis or invocation of the Holy Spiritl), and a doxo- 
logy, with the Lord’s Prayer2 following. Now came the 

The content of this prayer is truly eucharistic, and, although it contains 
few words and phrases of the classical liturgies, it follows the order of the 
early consecration prayers. The words of institution, recited not only 
before men but before God, were associated with the fraction. The want 
of a n  epiclesis was early felt (see Row, Histov, p. 331, quoted on p. 88 
infra), and was soon supplied as Calderwood notes (‘then he blessed’: 
see description on p. 63 infra), and Henderson and Gillespie bear witness 
to the same effect (Sprott, op. cit., pp. xxxix-XI). The revision of 1619 con- 
tained an epiclesis (see p. 76 infra), and so did the Westminster Directory 
(see p. 88 infra). A n  epiclesis was found in the Book of Common Prayer, 
1549, but was dropped in 1552; it was included in the Scottish Book of 
Common Prayer, 1637 (see p. 87 infra). Puritan usage in England also 
favoured it, as we see by the Savoy Liturgy (Hall, op. cit., iv, pp. 68, 73). 
It is common practice now among Presbyterians the world over, as their 
service-books testify. There was no epiclesis in the Roman mass, but epi- 
cleses occurred in early and extra-Roman western usage and were con- 
stant in eastern usage. See my Genevan Service Book, pp. 134-6, for further 
details; and Frere, The Consecration Prayer, for a general history of the content 
of the prayer of consecration. 

2 Prof. J. M. Barkley, who has kindly obliged me with +e use of the 
MS. of his unpublished thesis for the D.D. degree from Dublm University, 
‘The Eucharistic Rite in the Liturgy of the Church of Scotland’, justly draws 
attention to an important fact: ‘It will be noticed that the prayer ends with 
the Lord’s Prayer. This was reprated by all the people. This had been 
the practice in the early Church, but the Roman Church had ceased to 
allow the people to join in this familiar prayer, and in the Roman usage 
it was said by the priest alone. I t  is sometimes thought today that the 
united repetition of the Lord’s Prayer is an un-Presbyterian thing. The 
reverse is more true. I t  was in the Presbyterian Churches that this prayer 
was first given back to the people’ (iii. 8). He adds this word also upon 
the creed: ‘After the Long Prayer, the Apostles’ Creed, or the “Belief” 
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fraction, accompanied by the dominical words; and the 
delivery, with the minister’s communion preceding that 
of the people.1 During the people’s communion the mini- 
ster or reader might read, as directed by the rubric, ‘the 
whole historie of the Passion’, but in practice silence was 
often observed at this time. After communion a brief 
thanksgiving was said, similar to Calvin’s, and a psalm 
(usually Psalm 103) was sung, and the people departed 
with the Aaronic or apostolic blessing. There were norm- 
ally successive tables (and/or celebrations on successive 
Sundays), the people coming forward to sit at the 
communion tables as required. 

Several contemporary accounts of a Scottish com- 
munion service exist; here we may quote Calderwood’s 
as typical.2 Writing about I 623, he was describing earlier 
as it was called in those days, is to be repeated . , . , the basis of all instruc- 
tion of the young, all the Calvinistic catechisms of those days being founded 
upon it. A man must be able to repeat it before he could have his child 
baptized, or himself be admitted to the Lord’s Table, and it was regularly 
repeated in public worship’ (iii. 9). O n  the continent, metrical versions 
of the creed were sometimes used in the Reformed congregations, but 
although a metrical version was provided in the Book of Common Order 
it is the prose version which appears to have been generally (probably 
exclusively) used; the same is true of the Lord’s Prayer. 

See, e.g., Alexander Henderson’s description quoted by M‘Millan, op. 
cit., p. 173; and the details of Reformed usage given in my Genevan Service 
Book, App. F. This was universal Christian practice from earliest times: 
the minister, though himself unworthy, humbly set the example to Christ’s 
people to receive the gifts their Lord gave. Modern confusion has arisen 
out of a misleading comparison with ordinary table manners where the 
host politely serves himself, or is served, last. But the minister is not 
the host at the Lord’s Table; Christ Himself is host, and the minister 
like all others present a guest. I t  is important to keep this distinction. 
The minister is to set an example of humble obedience to our Lord’s com- 
mand by receiving what H e  gives, and to set the example to others he 
must himself receive first. 

Altare Damascenum, pp. 777-8, as translated by Sprott, Book of Common 
Order, pp. Iwcviii-xxxix. There are many details of custom and practice, 
interesting and curious, relating to the communion services a t  this time: 
these will be found in Sprott, op. cit., M‘Millan, op. cit., and A. Mitchcll 
Hunter, The Celebration of Communion in Scotland since the Reformation (Scot- 
tish Church History Society Records, 1919, 111, iii, pp. 161 sqq.); while 
Dr. Barkley gives a detailed account of the rite from the Reformation to 
the present day in his op. cit, 
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as well as contemporary practice; and this is his descrip- 
tion, as translated by Dr. Sprott, of the second part of 
the service: 

Among us, the Minister, when the sermon is finished, reads 
the words of institution, gives a short exhortation and admoni- 
tion, then blesses. The blessing or thanksgiving ended, he 
says, ‘Our Lord, on the night in which he was betrayed, 
took bread, and gave thanks, as we have already done, and 
brake, as I also now break, and gave to his disciples, saying 
(then he hands it to those nearest on the right and left), 
This is my Body, etc.’ He adds nothing to the words of Christ, 
changes nothing, omits nothing. Then those next break a 
particle off the larger fragment or part, and hand what is 
left to those sitting nearest, so long as there is any portion of 
the fragment over. Then those who serve the Tables, when 
one fragment is done, offer the paten, from which another in 
like manner takes a similar fragment or klasma, and breaking, 
hands to the next, and so on. I n  like manner the Minister 
delivers the cup to those nearest, repeating the words of 
Christ, without addition, mixture, change, or omission, and 
they hand it to those sitting beside them; and when the wine 
is done, those who serve fill it anew. As soon as he has 
delivered both elements to those sitting nearest him, using 
only the words of Christ, whilst they distribute amongst 
themselves the bread and the cup, the Minister, as long as 
the action of eating and drinking lasts, addresses those at 
Table. . . . Whilst they are rising from the Table and others 
are taking their place the Minister is silent, and those leaving 
and those approaching the Table, together with the whole 
congregation either sing or the Reader reads the history of 
the Passion. But when the Minister is speaking and when the 
communicants hand to one another the elements neither is 
the history of the Passion read nor Psalms sung, as it is not 
expedient. , . . If the whole communicants could sit at one 
time at the Tables, it would be more agreeable and advant- 
ageous, as they could thus all together eat, drink, meditate, 
sing, and hear the Minister’s address. . . . In this form our 
Church has now for sixty years celebrated the Holy Supper. 

. 
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The details were not everywhere precisely the same, 
but the differences were slight. The elements were gener- 
ally leavened bread, but sometimes a specially prepared 
unleavened bread or ‘shortcake’ was used; and wine- 
usually claret,l but sometimes other wines-as at the 
Last Supper, and following universal Christian usage, 
with water added? 

As mentioned earlier, the Sunday service was preceded 
by a reader’s service, which in practice often consisted 
of the readings up to the confession of sins or even to the 
prayer for illumination before sermon.3 Its purpose was 
to read the Holy Scriptures to the people, and in many 
places it took place daily or even twice daily, and in 
others on certain days of the week. Sprott’s note and com- 
ment from the kirk-session records of St. Andrews, 14 
August 1597, is typical of.many records and descriptions: 
‘Mr.4 Robert Zuill [Yule] ordained to read every day 
morn and even, except the days of public teaching, a 
chapter of the New Testament and another of the Old 
before noon, beginning at Genesis and Matthew, with a 
prayer before and after; and evening some psalms, with 
a prayer before and after.’ Singings were also often used 

1 The quantity of wine consumed was large, even allowing for the large 
numbers attending; communicants were expected to do more than merely 
sip from the cup. As much as five gallons was ordered at a time to be 
brought by carrier, i.e. by pack-horse, to Whitekirk from Edinburgh 
(H. Waddell, An Old Kirk Chronicle, pp. 163-4). 

M‘Millan, op. cit., pp. 199-208. 
See my Genevan Service-Book, Appendix A; M‘Millan, op. cit., p. 136; 

Sprott, op. cit., pp. xxi-xxii. 
It may be noted in passing that the adjective ‘reverend’ was not in 

common use at this time of individual persons, but on occasion was applied 
to Church-courts from kirk-sessions upwards. In the late seventeenth and 
early eighteenth centuries it came into more general use to designate 
ministers. Here ‘Mr.’ is an abbreviation for ‘Master’ indicating that this 
Reader, probably a probationer, was a Master of Arts. Ministers then 
were commonly, following pre-Reformation practice, designated as ‘Sir’ 
(ifnot a graduate in arts), ‘Master’ (if a graduate), or ‘Doctor’ (if a D.D.), 
and in all ordinary address these titles were attached to their Christian 
names, and not to their surnames, except in some formal records or 
chronicles. 
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at the reader’s service, and these were taken from the 
metrical Psalter and the canticles. 

‘It is also worthy of note’, says Sprott, ‘that in large 
towns one of the churches was kept open all day for 
private prayers. In  1619 “the [Glasgow] Session appoints 
the New Kirk door to be opened from 5 in the morning 
and closed at g at night for the summer half-year, and 
for the winter from 7 in the morning till 5 in the even- 
ing”. ‘‘This”, adds Wodrow, “like the Old Kirk at Edin- 
burgh, was for particular persons praying in the kirk.” ’1 
Sprott adds in the next note: ‘The Session records of 
St. Andrew’s Glasgow, and other towns, show that till 
1600 the week-day sermons were preached on the old 
Church-days, Wednesdays and Fridays. After that date, 
the king directed the services to be changed to the Tues- 
days (and Thursdays) to commemorate his escape from 
the Gowrie conspiracy.’ These preaching services on 
week-days were common in the burghs, but were also 
frequent in country parishes.2 

Communion was received sitting at the communion 
table, with great reverence and a deep sense of the cor- 
porateness of the act, following what was believed to be 

1 L$e of Weem, p. 22; Sprott, op. cit., pp. xxxiv-XXXV. 
2 e.g., in the parish of Tyninghame, Dr. Hately Waddell says of these 

week-day services: ‘During the week there was always service every Tues- 
day and Friday, and preaching on both days, or preaching one day and 
catechizing the other. But for a long time there was daily service at  eight 
in the morning; always reading and prayers, and often preaching as well. 
This was after 1638; and still in 1656, at a visitation of the church, we 
find the following: “Inquired anent preaching on the Lord’s day, and 
week-day, and catechizing, ansred, That the minr. preached Wise upon 
the Lord’s d;y and once upon the week-day. And that he catechized 
once a week. The liturgical character of the reader’s service was rigidly 
ZnSorced; and one of the schoolmasters who, while reading the Scripture 

did raise nots upon ane chapter”-that is, made a commentary upon it 
-was severely dealt with by the Session. As the Presbytery met on the 
Thursday, that day was excepted in the arrangements for daily service. 
In  June 1644, it was enacted: “No baptisms nor marriadgis upon Thurs- 
day, seing it is a Presbitrie day, under pain of ain dolor.” The service 
was that of the reader alone’ (An Old Kirk Chronicle, p. 40). 
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apostolic practice; and long tables were placed in the 
church for the communicants, often arranged in T or U 
shape, the minister sitting at the head during communion, 
but standing at prayer or when addressing the people. 

The services began early in the morning on Sundays, 
probably normally about 8 or g a.m., but when holy 
communion was celebrated as early as 3 or 4 a.m., and it 
was customary to receive fasting.1 The ordinary services 
were about three hours in length, but when communion 
took place, they might be much longer, lasting far into the 
afternoon, depending upon the number of communicants. 

Officially, the Christian year was abandoned by the 
Church of Scotland alone of the Reformed Churches, but 
there is widespread evidence that the chief dominical 
feasts were still kept in many places.$ The calendar con- 
tinued to be printed in successive editions in the Book of 
Common Order. The churches also were on occasion 
decorated with flowers; and with velvet, damask, or bro- 
cade hangings, save that the changing of colours to accord 
with the seasons of the Christian year (though there never 
was a fixed and absolute scheme of colours in pre- 
Reformation days) was abandoned because the year itself 
was not generally observed.3 

Baptisms took place at the Sunday morning service 'in 

lM'Millan, op. cit., pp. 190, 197-8. Many kirk-session records are 
quoted by Dr. M'Millan indicating the early hours of service. To these 
many more might be added, such as this record from the old Canongate 
Church of 5 May 1566, which is typical: 'The quilk day the commonion 
was ministrat according to the order [i.e., the Book of Common Order], 
viz. anis at four houris in the morning the uther at nyne and XI hundreth 
personis or thairby commonicattit, bayth the saidis services done by the 
minister self'; or this from Glasgow, g August 1589, 'The time of con- 
vening of Communion on Sundays was 4 in the morning, the collectors 
to assemble in the Hie Kirk [the cathedral] at 3 in the morning'. 

For details and sources, see Donaldson, op. cit., p. 18 n., and M'Millan, 
op. cit., pp. 301 sqq. Lent, for example, was a long season of abstinence 
from meat, which could be eaten only by licence of the Privy Council. 

See M'Millan, op. cit., p. 324, and also in the Church Service Society 
Annual, 1942-3, p. 16. 
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the face of the congregation’, and if not on Sundays at 
one of the week-day services; and this continued for 
nearly sixty years, and in some parishes much longer, for 
private baptism was one of the innovations King James 
tried to effect in his much-disliked Articles of Perth. 
Marriages were also at first solemnized at the morning 
service on Sundays, and always took place in the church, 
for any exceptions were liable to very heavy penalties. 
In 1579 the General Assembly allowed them to take 
place on ‘feriall days’ at  a service at which there was 
preaching. But so much natural merry-making was 
associated with weddings that kirk-sessions began to take 
independent action about this time, forbidding marriages 
on Sundays, though in many parishes they persisted until 
nearly the middle of the seventeenth century. But when- 
ever they. were solemnized, it was always in church. 
When the Westminster Directory was drawn up, the 
rubric advised that marriages ‘be not on the Lord’s Day’ 
and forbade them on a ‘day of public humiliation’. 
Funerals, because of the strong aversion to prayers for 
the departed, were preposterously ‘purged’ : a servic.e of 
any End was absolutely forbidden at the graveside, and 
for a very long time none seems ‘to have taken place any- 
where; the most that was allowed were ‘words of counsel’ 
in the church before or after the interment, but no prayers.1 

The form of worship laid down in the Book of Common 
Order was general in Scotland for some eighty-five years 
after the Reformation. The book was used as it stood 
by readers;2 ministers when occasion or circumstances 

1 For the many curious customs surrounding baptism, marriages, and 
funerals, see MMllan ,  OP. cit., pp. 266 sqq.; Sprott, OP. Cit., PP. Xliii 
sqq.; for texts and notes, my Genevan Service Book, pp. 144 sqq. In Some 
remote parts of Scotland communities still do not acquiesce in services at 
the raveside, but a service is held elsewhere, commonly at the house of 
the &ceased. 

Readers were also instructed to read the English Book of Homilies 
(Donaldson, op. cit., p. 22). 

. 
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required allowed themselves more freedom, consonant with 
certain rubrics in the book itself, and at one or two points 
in the service (particularly in the prayer before sermon) 
composed their own prayers, used free prayers, or prayers 
from the Book of Common Prayer.l But the intention 
and general practice, it must be emphasized, was not to 
depart from the usual prayers unless exceptional events 
required a change ‘meet for the time’. 

A considerable number of such ‘composed prayers’ will 
be found scattered through Knox’s Works, being those he 
wrote for special occasions; Henderson’s are with his ser- 
mons; and Principal Rollock left a collection of his prayers 
behind him. Prayers ‘for the time’ were not generally 
extempore during this period, but were carefully prepared 
for the occasion; men who believed that the Holy Spirit 
directed them in the preparation of their sermons did not 
think themselves bereft of His guidance when in their 
studies they prepared prayers for use in the sanctuary; 
and this was true also in their use of the prayers written 
by other godly men. An interesting series of prayers was 
added to the Book of Common Order in its successive 
editions, among them collects translated from the French, 
one for each psalm, which appeared in the 1595 edition 
-a period when Presbyterians2 were at  their height of 
power and influence.3 

The Book of Common Order was much more than a 
1 M‘Millan, op. cit., p. 43; Donaldson, op. cit., p. 21. 

The words ‘Presbyterians’ and ‘episcopalians’ as used here and else- 
where on succeeding pages, describe parties or persons within the Church 
of Scotland who held opposing views on ecclesiastical polity. They dif- 
fered, to varying degrees, only on polity, not on points of doctrine or 
worship; although in the seventeenth century as the parties became more 
sharply defined they began to take sides also on questions of doctrine and 
worship. The Church, however, was not brolcen by organized schism until 
after 1690 (though some individuals went out after 1660), when various 
parties or groups were either excluded from the establishment or formally 
seceded and formed their own ecclesiastical organization. 

Reprinted in full by M‘Crie, op. cit., App. K, and later by M‘Millan 
in One hundred andJf9 Scots Collects. 
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directory; indeed, the idea of a directory in place of 
a service-book was alien to the minds of the first Reformers 
and was a conception which grew up in Scotland in the 
seventeenth century chiefly owing to the influence of the 
more extreme English Puritans such as Browne andothers. 
Even in 1640, the General Assembly summoned before 
it Raban, the Aberdeen printer, for printing only a part 
of one of the prayers;l on the other hand, such strictness 
of supervision did not always obtain, but varied a good 
deal. As Dr. Millar Patrick writes, 'The printers seem 
to have been allowed great latitude. When the book was 
published power was given to the Moderator, Ministers 
of Edinburgh, and the Clerk, or any three of them, to 
order the printing and see that the transcription for the 
press and the printing were well corrected. But as time 
went on, supervision of the work seems to have been of 
the most lax description. Some printers held them- 
selves at liberty to introduce elements which had 
no Assembly authorization behind them.'e Alexander 
Henderson in a letter to Baillies speaks of the Psalm Book 
'to which ministers are to conform themselves' ; clearly, 
however, an absolute conformity was not enforced, but 
deviations from it were intended to be slight and for 
particular reasons related to the times, as no doubt 
generally they were.4 M'Crie's notion that the Book of 
Common Order was intended only as a 'help to the 
ignorant, not as a restraint upon those who could pray 

1 M'Millan, op. cit., p. 65; Records oJ'tlie Kirk, p. 169. 
2 Four Centuries of Scottish Psalmo4, p. 52. The same was true to a less 

4 M'Millan, op. cit., pp. 66 sqq.; Donaldson, op. cit., p. 14; Sprott, OP. 
cit., pp. xxii-xxv. In 1624 Calderwood declares that the Church is required 
to maintain the order in the psalm books, which he says 'is still practised 
by two parts at least of the congregations of Scotland, still opponing to 
these innovations' (History, vii. 618). The 'innovations' to which he refers 
were those introduced by the Perth Articles s k  years before this (see 
p. 74 infra). 

extent of the English Prayer Book (Donaldson, op. cit., pp. 64, 65). 
Baillie's Letters, 11, p. 2. 
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without a set form’ is palpably absurd when you con- 
sider the massive learning of the men who first used it, 
e.g., &ox, Whittingehame, Coverdale, Gilby, Fox, and 
others, and later such men as Calderwood, Henderson, 
and Baillie, to name only a few. 

However, the Scots Confession of Faith had stated in 
1560 that one order in ceremonies could not be appointed. 
for all ages,1 and as early as 1584 the question of revision 
seems to have been raised by the King, who instructed 
Patrick Adamson, Archbishop of St. Andrews, to assemble 
the bishops and other learned men ‘for taking of a uni- 
form order to be observed in the realm in form of com- 
mon prayer, and other things requisite for the good estate 
of the Kirk’,% but nothing seems to have transpired. By 
that time English Puritan influence was beginning to 
make itself strongly felt in Scotland, as was evident in 
increasingly divergent views about worship and in con- 
troversies which, as time passed, became more bitter and 
extreme, though centring upon polity and vestments rather 
than upon worship. One revision in practice, however, 
seems generally to have been accepted by all schools of 
thought almost from the beginning, although it never 
appears in the book, and that is the use of an epiclesis 
or blessing of the elements,~ later specifically enjoined 
both in the Scottish Book of Common Prayer 1637 and 
the Westminster Directory. 

The first proposals for revision made in the courts of 
the Church is in 1601, that some of the prayers should 
be altered ‘in respect they are not convenient for the 
time’ and others deleted. The General Assembly rejected 
the proposals, but invited additional prayers to be 

Confession of Faith; chap. XX. This was also stated in the ‘Declaration 
of Ceremonies’ in the Edwardine and Elizabethan Prayer Books, and in 
the Thirty-nine Articles, art. 34. 

Caldenvood, Histov, iv. p. 145. 8 See p. 61 supra. 
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submitted ‘meet for the time’.l But nothing came of it, 
and for several years thereafter ecclesiastical polity was the 
centre ofinterest. I t  was only after 1612 that King James, 
having secured the alterations he desired in church polity 
by the formation of a constitutional (to be clearly dis- 
tinguished from an ‘absolute’) episcopacy whereby the 
bishops2 worked in conjunction with the church courts, 
turned again to liturgical reform. Thus, as Dr. Donaldsona 
writes, ‘between 1614 and 1621 we have to trace two 
series of measures, one concerned with the preparation 
of a new Scottish liturgy, and the other with the intro- 
duction of certain observances and practices which had 
been disused since the Reformation’. 

To trace this complicated story in  detail is here impos- 
sib1e:e we must select only the high lights and determina- 
tive points. 

James first consulted with Archbishop Spottiswoode,E 
and afterwards, in August 1616, on the King’s instruc- 
tions the General Assembly ‘ordained that a uniform 
order of liturgy, or divine service, be set down to be read 
1 Book qf the Universal Kirk, ii, pp. 970-1; Sprott, Scottkh Liturgies of the 

Reign of James VI, gives a year-by-year chronicle of the events. At this 
Assembly we may note, it was also suggested that the Bible be revised, as 
well as the metrical Psalter; but nothing was done a t  that time. 

2 Three of those nominated to be bishops, Spottiswoode, Hamilton, and 
Lamb, were consecrated in London, their orders as presbyters being 
accepted as valid. Upon their return, they consecrated the remainder of 
those appointed to be bishops in Scotland. There was no thought a t  any 
time re-ordaining either the bishops-designate or any of the clergy. The 
bishops were still subject to the General Assembly for censure, and could, 
if needful, be deprived by the Assembly. 

3 op. cit., p. 31. 
4 The story is told in full by Dr. Donaldson in his op. cit. An earlier, 

but owing to missing documents less accurate, though still valuable, 
account of the introduction of the 1637 book is given by Professor Cooper 
in The Book of Common Prayer . . . fbr the Use of the Church of Scotland, Edin- 
burgh, 1904. 

6 Sprott, Scottish Litucgies . . .James VI, pp. xvi-xvii, prints Spottiswoode’s 
memorandum, which covers revision of the services, a new Confession of 
Faith ‘so near as can be with the Confession of the English Church’, orders 
for electing bishops and ministers, new forms for the sacraments, marriage, 
confirmation, etc., and new ‘canons and constitutions’. 
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in all kirks’, and set up a committee of four1 to ‘revise 
the Book of Common Prayers contained in the Psalm 
Book, and to set down a common form of ordinary service 
to be used in all time hereafter’ by ministers and readers.2 

A reason given for this desire to have a set liturgy, a 
contemporary tract3 states, was ‘the deformity which was 
used in Scotland, where no set or public form of prayer 
was used, but preachers, or readers, and ignorant school- 
masters prayed in the church, sometimes so ignorantly as 
it was a shame to all religion to have the majesty of God 
so barbarously spoken unto, sometimes so seditiously that 
their prayers were plain libels’. The authorship of this 
tract, published in the name of Charles I and written in 
1639, is attributed to Dr. W. Balcanqual, then Dean of 
Durham; we need not be surprised therefore to find some 
inaccuracies and exaggerations. The statement that ‘no 
set or public form of prayer was used’ is quite untrue, as 
the evidence of such men as Brereton, Henderson, Gillespie, 
and others before-quoted proves; the second part of the 
statement is liable also to exaggeration, but there is no 
doubt that ‘some’, but a minority at this time, did out- 
rageously misuse and extend the freedom allowed in the 
way the Declaration describes, even to the point of foster- 
ing sedition.4 It was in view of such possible excesses that 
Calvin many years before this had written to Somerset, 
‘I highly approve of it that there should be a certain form 
from which the ministers be not allowed to vary: that 
first, some provision be made to help the unskilfulness 

Patrick Galloway, Peter Ewat (or Hewat), John Adamson, and William 
Erskine, not by any means ‘king’s men’; see Sprott, op. cit., p. xxiv. 

2 B.U.K., iii, pp. 1123, 1128, 1132. 
3 A Large Declaration concerning the late Tumults in Scotland, p. I 6. 

See p. 140 infra; and the case of Hog, who prayed against bishops 
as ‘bellygods and hirelings’, recorded in Calderwood, History, vii, pp. 
368-9. Contemporary records show very plainly that there were some to 
whom restraint in such matters was an unknown quality, and it was a 
habit which persisted and increased in later times. 
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and simplicity of some; secondly, that the consent and 
harmony of the Churches one with another may appear; 
and lastly, that the capricious giddiness and levity of such 
as effect innovations may be prevented’.l 

The work of the committee was to be examined by a 
larger commission of bishops and ministers to meet in  
Edinburgh in December. The draft they drew up is well 
known as Hewat’s or Howat’s draft, edited by Dr. Sprott.2 
In general order it conformed closely to the structure 
familiar in the Book of Common Order, but fixed prose 
psalms were introduced, with gospels and epistles (this 
order is probably a misprint) to be read in course; prayers 
were increased in length, and the prayer after sermon 
contained more detail than formerly, while prayers and 
phrases from the Book of Common Prayer were woven 
in together with many of the prayers in the Book of 
Common Order, which were allowed still to be used as 
they stood. The draft deals only with divine service, as 
instructed; the remainder of the Book of Common Order 
was unchanged. Howat, an  Edinburgh minister, was a man 
of moderate views,a but very critical of later innovations; 
his draft therefore not only witnesses to a general desire 
for liturgical reform, but also is interesting as an example 
of what moderate men could then agree upon. 

However, the IGng was presently busy chiefly with get- 
ting more complete control of the Church; and, visiting 
Scotland, was intent upon restoring the principal festivals 
of the liturgical year. He began by ordering all ministers 
to celebrate holy communion at  Easter, and was at work 
upon a code of canons. 
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1 Opera, xiii, p. 70. 
2 Contained in his Scottish Liturgies of the Reign of J a m s  VI; the period 

of James’s and Charles’s reign is covered by Dr. Sprott in  his introduction. 
3 Spottiswoode, however, who obviously had no great respect for him, 

describes him as one who ‘loved ever to be meddling, and was always set 
to make trouble’ (History, iii, p. 24.4.). 
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Before his visit, James ordered the Chapel Royal at Holy- 
rood to be refitted, and an organ, stalls for choristers, and 
statues of the apostles and evangelists, to be placed in it. The 
‘images’ alarmed the populace, and several of the bishops 
and clergy wrote to the king to dissuade him from carrying out 
this part of his plan. He was very angry, but yielded, not, 
he told them, for the ease of their minds, or to confirm them 
in their errors, but because the statues could not be got ready 
in time. On the 13th May he re-entered Scotland, after 
nearly 14 years’ absence. On the 17th the English service 
was read in the Chapel Royal ‘with singing of choristers, 
surplices, and playing on organs’; and on Whitsunday, June 
Sth, the Lord’s Supper was administered after the English 
form, by an English clergyman, and was generally received 
kneeling.1 

This was followed by an angry controversy about the 
freedom of the Church, raised by the King’s persuading 
the Scottish Parliament to pass an Act to the effect that 
‘whatever conclusion taken by his Majesty . . . should 
have the power and strength of an ecclesiastical law’. 
The year 1617 drew thus to a stormy close. 

In  1618, the famous Articles of Perthe appeared, 
enjoining kneeling to receive holy communion, private 
communion for the sick, private baptism when circum- 
stances required it, confirmation, and the due observance ‘ 

of Christmas, Good Friday, Easter, and Whitsun. These 
articles aroused bitter opposition, and divided the Church 
into sharply-defined contending parties, because James’s 
reforms, which hitherto had chiefly effected the clergy, 
now for the first time touched the laity at a very tender 

1 Sprott, op. cit., p. xvii. 
These were passed at the King’s instruction by an Assembly composed 

as far as possible of persons who would be amenable to doing as the King 
wished, but it was not accomplished without heated debate. Lord Binning . was a King’s Commissioner at this Assembly; Thomas Hamilton of Priest- 
field, King’s Advocate, he had been created Lord Binning in 1613, Earl 
of Melrose in 1619, and in 1619 resigned that title and ‘changed his style 
to Haddington, not choosing to have his title from a Kirk living’. 
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point; and kneeling at the reception of holy communion 
in especial provoked widespread indignation and resent- 
ment. M‘Millan’s estimate of the position1 is a fair and 
sagacious summing up, and worth recording anew: 

The greatest change, or at least the change which caused 
the greatest trouble in the period 1560-1638, in the ritual of 
the Scottish Communion Service was that which introduced 
kneeling instead of sitting at the reception of the elements. 
Nothing that king James ever did in ecclesiastical matters in 
his northern kingdom, neither his banishment of popular 
ministers, nor his introduction of episcopacy, aroused greater 
antagonism than his determination to make Scottish com- 
municants receive the Bread and Wine ‘humbly kneeling’ at 
the Communion Table. The other four Articles of Perth were 
harmless in comparison to this. It was easily the most ob- 
noxious, since it suggested in the most vivid way the cere- 
monial of the Mass, which Scots remembered had been 
regarded by Knox as more to be feared than armed enemies. 
Indeed, it is probably not too much to say that the later 
troubles would not have arisen if Jarnes, and after him 
Charles, had allowed the people to keep what they believed 
to be the posture of Christ, who, on the night in which He ’ 

was betrayed, sat down with the Twelve. 

Meantime, efforts were being made to achieve closer 
liturgical uniformity with England, and the work of revi- 
sion proceeded, continued by a commission of the Perth 
Assembly, Howat and Erskine no longer taking part 
but being replaced by men more ready to comply 
with the King’s wishes. Eventually, a second draft-a 

1 op. cit., p. I 78. See also Sprott, who is of thesame opinion in his op. cit., 
p. xxxiii: ‘To one article, that of kneeling at the Communion, the strongest 
objection was felt, and the change of posture had the effect of bringing the 
laity into action, and of placing a great part of the nation in direct opposi- 
tion to the King. The people had been accustomed to kneel a t  the prayers 
in the Communion Service [Lindsay’s Xrue Narrative of the Perth Assembly, 
p. 47, says, “We were accustomed to kneel a t  the thanksgiving”, i.e., the 
prayer of consecration.], but kneeling in the act of receiving they regarded 
as savouring of idolatry.’ 
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complete prayer-book-was compiled. Associated with 
the name of William Cowper, Bishop of Galloway, who 
died in February 1619, it must have been finished soon 
after the Perth Assembly, and probably represents the 
work of the two previous years between the Aberdeen and 
Perth Assemblies.1 Archbishop Spottiswoode sent it to 
the King, who with Young, the Scots Dean of Winchester, 
made certain alterations, and on 30 June 1619 Gilbert 
Dick was licensed to print the book. While more advanced 
than the former draft, it was a genuine compromise, and 
the structure of the Book of Common Order was still 
respected and reasonable choice provided in the prayers. 

If feelings had not been running high because of what 
had recently passed and the Five Articles in particular, 
it might have had a chance of being considered on its 
merits. But that was not now possible. Laud kept press- 
ing the King to go farther, but James whose boast it was 
-and not withoutfoundation-that he knew ‘the stomach’ 
of his Scots people, would have none of it. Indeed, the 
King decided to drop, for the present at any rate, his 
liturgical revision, and a promise was given in his name 
to Parliament by the Marquis of Hamilton and Arch- 
bishop Spottiswoode that if they ratified the Five Articles, 
that would be an end of innovations. Parliament accord- 
ingly by a vote of seventy-five to fifty-one did as the IGng 
desired. The liturgical reforms which were so promising 
and in themselves had roused little hostility, were given 
up for the sake of the Five Articles, which were in truth 
worth little. Beyond ordering that the Book of Common 
Prayer should be used, at least in part, in some cathedrals, 
in the university chapels, and in the royal chapel, litur- 
gical revision stopped till James’s death in 1625, and was 
not revived by Charles till 1629. With Charles a new 

See text in Sprott, Scottish Liturgies, pp. 25 sqq., and Donaldson, OP. 
cit., pp. 36-38. 
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and fateful chapter began, and thirteen years scarce had 
passed before the structure James had painfiully and 
sliilfully reared tumbled into ruins.1 

1 At this point, words of Professor Cooper deserve to be recalled to our 
recollection: ‘The blow struck in 1637 had enduring consequences. All 
that the wisdom, by no means inconsiderable, of Icing James VI, all that 
the piety, the munificence, the taste of his son had desired for the Church 
of Scotland, was henceforth discredited in the eyes of the vast bulk of the 
Scottish people, and its realization postponed indefinitely. That union 
and communion between the two national Churches, which the different 
circumstances of their respective Reformations had not availed to break, 
suffered now an interruption which has not yet been terminated. . . . 
The difficulty created by those unhappy proceedings still stands in the 
way’ (op. cit., x). And he concludes by quoting lines from the Veni Creator 
in the version used in the fateful book of 1637: 

Of all strife and confusion, 

And make the knots of peace and love 
0 Lord, dissolve the bands: 

Throughout all Christian lands. 


